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WELCOME TO THIS SAMPLE ISSUE OF
CHARACTER DESIGN QUARTERLY
This sample issue features a fantastic collection of tips and
tutorials from talented artists, including Shaun Bryant,
Avner Geller, and Stephanie Rizo. Additionally, Ida Hem
builds a sense of disappointment into her character to
create a cohesive story, and Almu Redondo shows how
she uses standard practices from other disciplines, such as
psychology and method acting, to innovate her design choices.
You can also find inspiring words and invaluable career insights
from renowned artists Meg Park, Kenneth Anderson, and Max
Ulichney. Enjoy!
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character

Multi-faceted designer Max Ulichney shares a
wealth of experience from his varied creative
work as Art Director at animation studio, Elastic.
Charmed by the playful aesthetic of the Cartoon
Modern movement, Max crafts energetic art with
a high level of energy and narrative. Working in
commercial design at advertising agencies during
his formative years, has also given him a powerful
understanding of how to create eye-catching and
arresting designs that are readable and clean.
Creator of the MaxPacks brushes for Procreate,
Max also enjoys a strong connection to the
creative community and strives to empower
other artists to reach their creative potential.

All images © Max Ulichney
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Thanks for taking the time to
chat to CDQ! Let's start at the
beginning! How did your creative
journey start?

various times I wanted to work in comic books,

of my time in commercial animation, I’ve had to

comic strips, automotive design, practical

be a chameleon and work in a range of styles.

movie effects, and animation. That wild mix

However, one of the strongest influences of

of interests ended up getting me into CG and

my character designs can be found in my love

concept art.

of mid-century Cartoon Modern aesthetics.

How would you describe your
style and creative process?

Increasingly, I’ve been exploring a painterly

My story as an artist has been shaped by many
influences, but the first and most important
one has to be my father. He worked as a
creative director in advertising agencies where

approach to my digital paintings. Using
Procreate has taken me away from the

we grew up in Ohio. My parents cultivated a

My personal illustration work is driven by a

layer-heavy technical approach I employed

great appreciation for art and creativity in me.

love of quirky characters and rich color. I aim

in Photoshop previously; I now embrace

I spent a lot of time drawing, taking inspiration

to capture a sense of a larger story in a single

texture and expressive mark making. Selling

from movies, comic books, and cartoons.

frame, something that probably stems from

my MaxPacks brushes for Procreate has also

During my high school and art school years, I

the single panel comics I drew throughout

connected me to the community in an exciting

spent my summer break working at ad agencies

my childhood. I enjoy exploring strong

new way. It’s a great feeling to be able to

and enjoyed work as a caricature artist. I had

lighting in my paintings, building on years

empower other artists’ creativity.

so many artistic interests that I struggled to

spent lighting shots in CG, and my interests in

decide what I wanted to do with my career. At

cinematography and Impressionism. Because

Above: Believers - Commission for Procreate
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“ Art is the difference

in what we see in the
world around us and
what we create”
What is it that inspires you the most about the midcentury Cartoon Modern style?
I think of the Cartoon Modern era as the pop culture version of modern
art movements such as Cubism, Expressionism, or Impressionism. Just as
those painters questioned the conventional wisdom and tradition that
said realism was the gold standard, they explored abstraction, simplicity,
and pushed boundaries. Art is the difference in what we see in the world
around us and what we create. It’s the choices we make to interpret
reality, to bend its rules, to tell a story, or design a character. The bigger
the departure from the familiar, the more we can see the mind of the
artist. The radical simplicity and expression of shape and linework in
that era of cartooning makes every choice important and meaningful.
It brings to mind the efficiency of a John Singer Sargent brush stroke,
where every mark is energetic and important. Those mid-century artists
were at the vanguard of a young medium, and they were bringing that
same spirit of fine art innovation to a broader audience.
Cartoon Modern’s aesthetics were also driven by necessity but not
limited by it. UPA (United Productions of America) were one of the
primary voices in the movement and made some of my favorite work.
They are the perfect example that a slim budget doesn’t have to look
cheap. Just like today, when I create commercial work I want to make
the most interesting thing I can within the boundaries of the needs of a
client, timelines, and budgets. They made simplicity charming and lovely.
A particular favorite of mine is Maurice Noble. Before I ever knew his
name, I had grown to love his work for Chuck Jones and the Dr. Seuss
films. His backgrounds and art direction transformed Warner Brothers
animation in the 1950s. His use of color and shape were radical at the
time and his work has proved to be utterly timeless.

Right: Retirement
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Your character designs have a really bold look and
there always seems to be a sense of movement
through the design. How do you achieve this?
I think my background in logo design and caricature have something
to do with the shapes I enjoy. I try to create characters that read
quickly and simply, like a good logo should. Animation and graphic
design have in common a goal for a clean, readable silhouette and
interesting negative space, and it’s something I strive for in my work.
I like to use a lot of painterly texture in my work and that really forces
me to clarify my designs or else that texture can eat up my shapes and
turn things to mush.
From a practical standpoint, I sometimes employ a signature shape
for a character or painting that I then echo throughout. It could be
as simple as a standard circle, triangle, or square, but it’s often less
literal. It might be a teardrop or a particular parabolic kind of curve,
or a trapezoid, used in a variety of sizes and proportions. I’ll even use
these shapes for highlights or shadow shapes, and sometimes I go
as far as choosing paint brushes that also support those shapes.
My interest in strong gestures comes from a love of animation
and comics. I thought I would become an animator, but my
role in production took me in another direction. My
interest in animation manifests in my sense of motion
and storytelling.
For character design and posing, it’s key to iterate
the design. Initial drawings can be obvious or stiff.
For complex pieces, I draw a range of thumbnails,
scale up, trace them, and trace them again to refine
the design. Liquify and Transform tools can be used
to push a gesture that isn’t loose enough. I like to push
things until they break. I prefer to see how far is too far and
then back off, rather than not be sure if I could have exaggerated a
pose more.
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Opposite page:
Upperclassgator
Right: Retro Venice

Where do you look for fresh inspiration when
working on a new design?

if I like what I’m sketching, I can develop it further. It removes a sense
of pressure and makes it feel more like it did when I was a kid, drawing
for fun.

One of my favorite things to do on the weekend is sit and sketch at
coffee shops and bars or otherwise draw people from life. It’s a fun

Creativity thrives on novelty. As artists, we are filters for our experiences.

challenge to try to capture a person or a moment quickly, before they

I believe we need to take the time to fill up our creative reserves so that

change position or walk away. It helps me get out of my head and limit

we have richer experiences to draw from. That can take many forms,

the decisions I have to make if I’m feeling creatively drained or stuck. It’s

such as visiting museums, taking hikes, or traveling. I’ve been lucky

the perfect way to warm up and get a train of thought moving.

enough to take some amazing trips through Europe and Japan in the last
few years and I still draw on those experiences to this day. I only wish

I’ve been finding that painting in Procreate on my iPad has changed the

my watercolors hadn’t frozen in Europe in January so I could have done

way it feels for me to be creative. Rather than being stuck at my desk

some plein air painting while I was there!

in a way that feels like work, I can paint in locations that have a sense
of energy. Getting away from my stale routine can lead to interesting
sparks of ideas. It’s made me more likely to want to paint casually, and
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“ I try to

create
characters
that read
quickly and
simply, like
a good logo
should ”

It's fantastic that using a mobile
device for painting has given you
so much freedom; do you think it
has also changed your approach
and the aesthetic of your work?

techniques, but ultimately, I got bogged down
with technical nonsense, particularly at later
stages of painting. Procreate has made me
loosen up and have more fun, using fewer layers.
Now I often approach paintings by restricting

Can you tell us about your role as
Art Director at the award-winning
multimedia studio, Elastic and
what your average working day
looks like?

myself to traditional painting techniques. I
I have always had a sketchbook nearby, but for

tone my canvas, do an underpainting to work

I’ve been working at A52 and Elastic for

the last few years my iPad has filled that role.

out simple values, and then layer paint up just

fourteen

The biggest difference is that I can casually

as I would in oils. I challenge myself to work on

dramatically in that time, as has my role in

doodle like I would in my sketchbook, and if I

minimal layers and flatten often.

it. I started straight out of school as a Maya

years.

The

studio

has

grown

generalist, and now I’m an art director, CG

see the start of something interesting, I don’t
have to wait to start painting it. It has given me

As I paint, I’ll temporarily make a layer to

supervisor, and director.

the ability to develop fully rendered character

experiment on and then flatten it down once

studies while they’re still fresh in my mind. And

I’m satisfied. The last thing I want to do when

I’m involved from pre-production through to

I can also add lighting and texture. Of course,

I’m trying to be creative is to stop and look

production. I begin at the pitch phase, painting

Procreate has all of the usual benefits of digital

for a specific layer in a stack of similar layers.

concept art and designing characters. As

work too. Undo and Transform tools mean I can

Procreate’s interface is so minimal, it never

production begins, I start supervising the CG

stretch and exaggerate shapes and experiment

gets in my way. That helped me return to a

team. I’ll often model some of the characters

more confidently.

more intuitive way of painting. It’s hard to

in ZBrush and Maya. Sometimes all I have

quantify, but I think it’s encouraged me to

time for is a design sculpt of a character, like

Over the twenty-five years I have been using

paint more often, and that practice is evident

a digital maquette, that I’ll hand to one of our

Photoshop, I have developed some powerful

in my work.

modelers to finish.
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I then like to get into the early development of

creative collaborator, Andy Hall. He’s the

some of the key shots of the piece, lighting in

creative director at Elastic that I work with

Maya and V-Ray and compositing in Nuke. At

most often, and his trust in me has been a

various stages of production, I often do paint

model for me in how I work with the artists in

overs to help my artists better understand my

my care.

In a highly competitive world
it's great to hear that you work
to empower other artists. Which
skills do you encourage in your
team of artists?

into looking out for the ticking clock, juggling

The management side of my job is something I

Observation is the foundational skill that

priorities, and rallying the team and keeping

grew into over time. Handling schedules, lists

is common to every artist, no matter the

morale high.

of assets, and talking to clients wasn’t what

medium. Recently I spoke with an artist who

got me into this business, but I’ve found an

was working on a shot based on concept art I

While I can be particular about artistic choices,

unexpected sense of pride in helping shepherd

had painted. The values of the shot were a little

it’s important to me to help foster creativity

a team to make something greater than all of

bit off, and it changed the story of the shot

in the team. I try to empower my artists to

us could make on our own.

because the focal point was lost.

notes. Near the end of a project, my job shifts

make their own artistic choices, just as my
mentors have done for me. I have to mention

Opposite page: Smoke Break

the influence and generosity of my long-time

Above: Bar Bubble
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Tuning your eye to subtleties of value, color, and shape will
always serve you well. Even if your work is very stylized, I
think it’s a great idea to balance it with some academic style
study. I’ve been prioritizing this recently by taking a couple
of week-long workshops at Watts Atelier to brush up on my
traditional figure drawing and oil painting skills.
When it comes to concept art specifically, strong problemsolving skills and interesting thoughts can make an artist
much more valuable than someone with otherwise similar
drawing talent, especially in a team setting. I look for strong
choices with specific storytelling justifications behind them.
Those are skills that can be brought to bear for any style and
any production.
While artistic skills are always important of course, they’re
only one aspect of being a good employee and team
member. I think a couple of the most important qualities
are a sense of open-mindedness and being an attentive
listener. I've seen great artists who let themselves down
because they don't address the brief well. They might make a
beautiful painting but if it doesn't suit the needs of the client
or art director it’s an opportunity lost on a limited schedule.
I’d rather be asked for clarification than waste anyone’s time
and possibly hurt their feelings. Being agreeable, positive,
and open to suggestions will usually lead to better work and
a stronger working relationship.

“ strong problem-

solving skills
and interesting
thoughts can make
an artist much
more valuable
than someone with
otherwise similar
drawing talent ”
Right: Nice Costumes! Created for the Beginnings
art book benefitting Save the Children
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You have a background in sculpture (both traditional
and digital). How does this experience of creating in
3D affect your approach to character design?

of expression for an animator. Commercial schedules are usually fast and

I begin my sculpts and character designs similarly, blocking in broad

Among my favorite things to do in CG is to employ some 2D illustration

simple shapes, focusing on the gesture and weight of a character first.

tricks. I love manipulating 3D shapes to look more like you might

It’s the classic idea of starting with primitives like spheres, cylinders,

illustrate a flat cartoon character to break away from the expected CG

and cubes. If the attitude comes through at this early stage, I know

perfection. Sometimes that means cheating on the nose so it’s flatter

I’m on the right track and I can start layering on detail. When painting,

to camera, or skewing the mouth to one side of the face to capture the

understanding the underlying 3D shapes helps me turn the light over the

spirit of the concept art that couldn’t be translated without some smoke

volumes of a body, or find the right place for a highlight.

and mirrors. Breaking the rules like this can take planning but it may

budgets are often tight, so I need to make sure that I’m not going to
design something that can’t work within the limits of the job.

make all the difference to the charm of a character.
In animation production, it’s crucial to be able to design a character that
you know you can translate into 3D predictably. And my production
experience means that I’m constantly considering different aspects
of the design that make it more complex to create, for example; how

Above (left): Stalker

friendly a certain shape might be for rigging, whether using a piece of

Above (right): Best Friends

clothing means that we will need to simulate cloth and therefore add

Opposite page (top): Blues Man

another team member, and how a facial feature might affect the range

Opposite page (bottom): Pets
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DIMENSIONAL
CONCEPTING
I

have

process

developed
for

my own

combining

2D

and 3D concepting. I start by
thumbnailing initial ideas as I do
for any design, but I’m not trying
to create a finished presentable
drawing. I aim to create a simple
character, and a seed of an idea.
This could be a pose or a strong
shape or facial feature. Next, I
rough out the forms in ZBrush.
Typically this means smashing
spheres together, pushing and
pulling simple shapes and finding
the volumes, the gesture of a
pose, and the center of gravity. I
take care to develop that original
seed idea. I stop long before I get
into detail, when I can squint and
see a few strong choices. Next, I
take a screenshot and paint over
it to continue the design in 2D.
Now I can develop the concept
with the benefit of knowing my
shapes work in 3D, and I have a
head start on the shading. It’s
much easier to focus the mind
on a few variables at a time.
Programs like ZBrush are great
for combining primitive shapes
and

concepting

3D

designs

quickly. Blender is free, open
source and has good sculpting
tools, and SketchUp can be used
for roughing out forms. This
method isn’t exclusive to 3D
software, as you could also use
clay, or even a kneaded eraser
to play with the initial forms. The
theory is more important than
the tools, so use whatever you’re
comfortable with.

“ Th e

th eory
is m ore
im porta n t
th a n th e
tools ”
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Stylistic design

boosters
Jens A. Larsen Aas

In this article I will show you some ways traditional stylistic effects
can be used to enhance and inform your character designs, regardless
of how these effects are created. You do not need to use traditional
drawing materials to be able to use the effects to enhance your design
work; just some basic observational skills and curiosity will go a long
way. This article will focus on how these stylistic effects can be used
to suggest design ideas to your viewer.

Line variety
Young character designs need to show movement and imply a
sense of fun. To portray the playful naivety of this character,
different types of line are used to introduce variety into the

Texture

marks. Pencil-like marks give an urgent, scribble effect, which

Traditional textures can be used

suits the energy of a young character. Colored exterior lines

to imply aspects of a character’s

can also help to add interest and tie the shapes together.

personality. This character is
a soft-spoken gardener, so
introducing roughness to the
design while maintaining a bright
color palette can achieve an
impressionistic, summery flair.
The coarse texture helps to
support the rustic role of the
character and, by referencing
impressionism, tells us about
the character’s spontaneity and
connection to nature.

Show up!
One important thing you need to do to be a
professional character designer is simply to show
up. This encompasses everything from scheduling
meetings face-to-face with producers and art
directors to regularly sharing new work on social
media. Do not wait until you feel “ready” to start
making in-roads on your career as the chances are
you will never feel fully prepared.
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Abstract shapes
For some projects, simplicity of design is the priority and
it can be challenging to capture character personality.
Playing around with abstract shapes and color washes
can help to simplify your shape language. Here, a soft
round gray wash fits the innocent character perfectly,
and the oversized head informs the awkward demeanor
of the rest of the design. Limit yourself to a few washes
and see what interesting ideas spring from them.

Flowing
lines
Simple flowing lines can
communicate qualities such
as elegance and strictness
in your character designs.
The continuous nature of the
line removes rough breaks
in the design and suggests
decisiveness which can
support a character with a
steadfast personality. You can
then introduce interest with
very subtle variations such as
ink marks which will make the
design less stiff and help the
viewer perceive the age and
experience of the character.

Contradictions
Think about how the style of your design can contradict
your character’s personality. This teenage character is
disconnected from her traditional culture, as shown by
the sneakers, cigarette, and grumpy expression. By using
a nostalgic style, an extra layer of contrast is created,
as at first glance the design appears to be a very classic
patriotic depiction, and it is only as you look further that
the modern details become clear.

All images © Jens A. Larsen Aas

creating a
cohesive
group
JAMES A. CASTILLO
Hola everyone! In this tutorial I am going to break down the creative process I use when
designing characters that belong to a group, all with a common theme. I chose a small
circus troupe from the early 1900s to allow me to explain the importance of research and
characterization, in addition to the process itself. The wide variety of characters within the
chosen group means that forming a cohesive visual identity is all the more challenging, but
it can be done!
I will explain how I move from the initial ideas and sketches, to the final product, expanding
on topics such as shape language, anatomy, color, and gesture. Let’s begin!
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Get them out of your system
Never, ever be happy with your first ideas. When I
receive an assignment my instinct is to start drawing
right away, with no research or warm-up. I throw the
first ideas that comes to me onto the paper, then
marvel at how “meh” they are.
You might already have preconceived ideas about the
characters, and those ideas are usually very superficial.
I like to get these out of my system as quickly as
possible. From here you can only improve, build upon
your mistakes, and learn from your research.

Make their shapes relate
When creating a group of characters that will work
as a unit, it is important to establish how these
characters relate to each other. The quickest and
clearest way to do this is through their shapes. You
should be able to spot these characters from a
distance and instantly recognize them.
So, once the first ideas are out, I create a number of
random shapes and see how they work together. I
wanted one character with broad shoulders, and one
tiny character, so needed at least two more shapes.
Although repetition of shape language can create a
theme, contrast keeps the characters interesting. The
contrast could even be between one character with a
large bottom half and thin top half, and another with
a bulbous top and small bottom.

Top: The first ideas were boring and had little to say
Bottom: Exploring shape relationship is key to
making a successful character line-up
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Research makes you great
Putting the line-up aside for now, what do
you know about your subject? To develop
interesting, believable characters you must
study reality. Researching old photographs
and paintings from the early 1910s, I started to
understand the subject and find characters that
I liked. This also answered the most important
question when designing characters – who
are they? Here, they were a group of outlaw
performers led by a charismatic showman.
Survivors, thugs, and thieves, they would trick
people in every town they visited. Looking
for good references is time consuming, but
necessary! Truth is stranger than fiction. I often
find details for my characters that I could have
never have thought of otherwise. For example,
I took inspiration from a photograph of a little
girl with a pointy hat for my clown character
because I thought a hat like that would be a
great contrast to the clown’s body shape.

You have a story to tell
The biggest part of my job is making decisions;
the character's size, gender, clothes, and so
on. If I am working on a character with no
motivation or purpose, I end up with boring,
generic results. You need to infuse your
characters with a story; they need to feel real.
From here, my aim is to draw characters with
enough information to reveal that there is
something strange about them. They are not
just simple circus people; there is someone
behind the costumes. Here, my strongman is
a one-dimensional character who represents
a profession but nothing about himself. The
woman intrigues with her unusual job, tattoocovered, muscular body, and feisty expression.
Based on the research, I made a decision:
my characters are outlaws traveling with the
circus to stay hidden. This adds depth to the
theme, connects the characters, and allows a
potentially entertaining story to unravel.
Top: Sketches from photographic reference discovered through research
Bottom: Only one of these characters reveals an interesting backstory
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+ MAKE YOUR LINES COUNT!
When drawing, I try to utilize a line to define
as many elements as possible. The line should
follow the gesture, ideally without breaking the
silhouette. This helps to capture some of the
dynamism that you find while sketching.
Filling your drawings with unnecessary details
and lines is common. Sometimes it will be to hide
a weak underdrawing, and sometimes because
we lack confidence in what we are doing. As a
general rule, less is more.

Above: Determine the
movement of the shape to
help define a character
Left: Use clothing and props to
enhance and emphasize gestures

Back to the shapes

a way that suggests strength. The clown is

Design through gesture

Now that we know what we are designing,

the most repressed/ridiculous, his extreme

A character, whether in a film, video game, or

we can go back to exploring shapes. We have

curves and contrasts creating comedy. The

illustration, is rarely ever standing perfectly

discussed how shapes have to relate to and

showman is the most unstable/untrustworthy,

straight. The way we stand, walk, and emote

contrast with each other, but we have not

his unbalanced shape appearing unreliable

reveals a lot about who we are and our

talked about the inherent meaning behind

and not to be trusted. Finally, the bearded

personality, so you should always try to add a

each shape and silhouette. This is important

woman is the most seductive/manipulative

stage of gesture exploration into your design

when defining the character’s personality.

character with an abundance of curves.

process. If you make decisions on a static

Shapes have rhythm, normally determined by

Generally speaking, long, tall and narrow

with its silhouette when it moves. In addition,

the way they hold their weight. A shape will

shapes will feel more unstable than short and

make choices about the proportions and

always counter balance its weight to be able

wide shapes. In the same way, pointed figures

clothing that enhance the character’s gesture

to stand; the way your character stands will

appear more aggressive and confrontational

and therefore personality. Take into account

determine much of their personality. In this

than rounded ones. Experiment with your

pockets of negative space that any clothing

case, the strongwoman is the most stable/

characters' and make sure they contrast with

creates, because they become part of the

reliable character, with her curves used in

each other.

character’s silhouette.

character alone, you might have problems
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+ Body Shapes
Even though each body is very different, we are all made up
of the same muscles groups. Understanding these and how
they relate to each other will allow you to play around with
more interesting and believable characters.
Right: To create appeal, place straight lines
against curves, and simple against complex

Pose creates character
If I am unsure in which direction to take a
character, I sometimes like to allow the pose
to dictate how the character should look.
For example, I knew I wanted to design a
“strongman,” which is a classic in the circus
theme, but I had not made up my mind about
the kind of character he would be.
As I was drawing the poses, it occurred to me
that it could be interesting to flip the gender
of the character. This forced me to move
away from the big moustache and leopardprint tights that are so characteristic of the
archetype. It also created an inherent trait
that defined the character’s personality: being
a physically strong woman in the 1910s would
have come with challenges that an audience
may empathize with and admire. She is clearly
a strong character and her pose can be used to
emphasize this.
Other poses in the group will then need to
complement each other. The negative space
Left: Each pose
says something
different about the
character, so find
the one that reveals
your character
most clearly

between them should be varied for visual
interest and to make each character distinct.
We want the group to look cohesive, but each
character's personality and story should be
easily identifiable.
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Faces are a puzzle
There are as many muscle groups in the face as there are
in the rest of the body. Understanding how they work
will help to draw more faces, as well make expressing
emotions more effective. When designing a group
of characters, make sure that each of them has a
recognizable face. Play around with the different muscle
groups; creating contrast between them will also make
characters much more appealing.
When creating a character’s head and face, consider
how its shape will relate to the rest of the body. Are they
echoing each other or contrasting? Try to keep things
interesting both within each character and in the group
as a whole.

Reference the real
Sometimes we can get caught up in our own way of
doing things and end up repeating a formula over and
over again. If this happens, go back to reality for a bit,
relearn and study the nuances of the human face.
Sometimes I like thinking about actors or pop-culture
characters to inspire me on a project. In this case, I
do a couple of drawings of Tom Waits, not so much to
capture his likeness, but to get myself in the mood of a
“mystic,” tomcat traveler, which is the inspiration behind
the showman character. Remember that you are not just
drawings faces, you are drawing people.

Top: Add variety to the face shapes to
create contrast and appeal
Left: Keep sketches loose – free yourself from
what you know, and learn from what you see
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Take out the crayons
Color can be a very effective tool to unify a
group of characters, especially here, where we
have chosen to give each one a very distinct
personality. There is such a thing as “too many
colors,” so create a hierarchy of three or
five colors to keep the group's palette under
control. This also lends a more effortless
cohesion to the appearance of the group.
To add variety, make sure to play around
with the brightness and the saturation of the
colors you are using and see how they interact.
Ensure the focus is on the character's face,
especially in a group where there are several
faces competing for attention.

It's a group effort
Once you have a palette, use variations of
the same colors for each character. Here, the
group is primarily defined by warm reds and
off-whites, with some touches of blue.
For example, on the clown I have used most of
the reds around the face to frame it and added
a very small touch of blue to the eyes to create
some extra interest. Be careful with creating
too much contrast in areas that don't need it as
this can be very distracting.

Top: Use contrasting patterns, colors, or
shapes to frame the face of the characters
Bottom: Capitalize on a coherent palette
of colors to keep the characters united

+ S TRAIGHT LINES
AGAINST CURVES
Symmetrical shapes can result in a
figure that lacks movement and fluid
lines. One way to combat this is to pair
straight lines with curves to create
a contrast that gives your figures
dynamic impact. No matter what the
body shape, applying this rule creates
a more believable character.
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The power of details
Although we are almost finished, I like to add a
final layer of detail to help sell the characters.
This should be something subtle like a scar,
torn clothing, or a tattoo (in this case, quite
a few). Ideally, these details will not distract
from the overall silhouette of the character or
from other characters in the group. Instead,
these details will offer some insight into the
character’s personality, past, fears, or tastes.
Here, there is a scar on the strongwoman’s
face, and a hole and ladder in the bearded
woman’s tights. In anatomy, little things like
the showman showing more gum than usual as
he smiles adds to his suspicious personality.
This also encourages the viewer to spend time
looking at each character and understanding
something more about them, and possibly how
they fit into the group.

Above: “The devil is in the details”
Trash can: You will not be able to find a compelling
personality in every character you create!

IDEAS TRASH
CAN
As I was developing the line-up, I thought that
an acrobat would be interesting. I could try

some cool and twisted silhouettes, which would
definitely contrast with the other characters. The

problem is that I could not find a character in the

poses I was creating, or an interesting personality
that I could push on to the character.
Eventually the acrobat fell from the line-up

in favor of the bearded woman, who had a
more interesting personality (or at least one

that I liked more, and had fun playing with).

“create a
hierarchy
of three or
five colors
to keep
the group's
palette under
control”

Closing the tent

heist on the local bank, or being chased by the local police, or maybe

As I finish this tutorial, I would like to come back to what I think is the

even having some conflicts between themselves. They are so obviously a

most important aspect of design: storytelling. Every aspect of the

group of related characters, but through their body shapes, poses, faces,

process is governed by the need to explain who these characters are,

and costumes, we can tell that they are all contrasting personalities and

what they do, and how they do it. Making cool shapes for the sake of it

the dynamics between each will be fascinating.

will only result in empty characters with whom it is very hard to connect.
If I was to develop this group further, I would create turnarounds and
We set out to create a group of characters united by a theme (in this case,

draw a few scenes to show them interacting with each other. I would

the circus) and created a group of characters who appear to have stories

probably simplify the style if they were for animation but overall, I

to tell both as a group and individually. I can imagine them planning a big

created interesting, relatable characters, which is the important thing!

This spread: Dig deep and spend time on
your group – the result will be great

© James A. Castillo
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Lighting to enhance
your storytelling
John Loren

When lighting a character, the two questions I like to focus on

Get feedback

are: what setting does the character occupy? And, what do we want

Find other artists, whose judgment you trust, to give

to say about the character's narrative? In the article, I will encourage

you feedback. Your own vision and instincts are the

you to think about light as a tool to help set the appropriate mood and

most important perspective, but feedback from a

guide the viewer’s eye, showcasing five different types of lighting and

second set of eyes while a piece is developing can help

their varying effects. Lighting will also determine the values and color

to ensure your work has the impact you want.

information in your character design.

Start with a sketch

Start by developing the sketch and flat base colors of the character
without worrying about the lighting. The sketch should be a fast way to
explore and build the character; the lines will not carry through to the
final design so they do not need to be perfectly clean. You can see that
before adding lighting, the character is very flat. So, the pirate spies
treasure on an island, but what is his story at this point in time? We can
partially answer this question through the lighting scenarios.

Daylight

Even in a typical daylight setting, color is used to separate light
and shadows. In this case, the tones of the shadows are a little
cooler than in the areas hit by warmer daylight. By carefully
choosing where to create areas of contrast, lighting can be
used to call attention to the important parts of the character,
such as the face. For example, the very low-contrast pegleg allows the high-contrast face to remain the center of
attention. The character is outdoors, and the daylight gives
him an approachable, energetic feel.
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Dim light

In a dimly-lit environment, rim lighting (light that highlights the edges of
the character) can be a good way to keep a character visible. Do not apply a
rim light too evenly, though, as you may flatten the design. Keep in mind the
narrative purpose of the story. For example, in an acting or emotion-driven
moment, look for ways to illuminate the face to make it readable. Here,
the face is only slightly lighter than the rest of the body, but it is enough to
highlight it without losing the overall impact of the low light. The darkness
adds a mischievous feel; maybe he does not want to be seen.

Dramatic light

We do not often see characters lit from below, so this form of lighting
can help to create a strange or dramatic mood. Think about holding a
torch under your chin to create an instantly spooky face! Another way
to immerse a character in their environment is to let the ambient light
spill over their silhouette, such as the green haze shown here. This adds
additional clues to where the character is situated. Uplighting creates
sensations of surprise, drama, and even mysticism.

Rich setting

This character’s skin is normally green, but a richly colored setting such as a sunset can
override that. Here, the green scales becomes a shade of red. Do not worry about keeping
a character's colors consistent; instead, prioritize keeping the character consistent with
the lighting conditions. Even the normally white eyes and teeth reflect the lighting. The
implied sunset creates a feeling of optimism that is almost romantic.

Shadow

Casting shadows across a character can help to believably integrate it with
other objects in the environment. In addition to incorporating shadows from
the character’s surroundings, think about the shadows the character casts on
itself that will help to give convincing volume. For example, this character’s
tail shows a shadow cast by the hat. He could be hiding in partial shade, or
overshadowed by other, larger or threatening characters, or objects.

All images © John Loren

Greedy grizzly
STEPHANIE RIZO GARCIA
In this tutorial I will demonstrate one of the ways I design and stylize a grizzly bear. For
this process I will use Photoshop and a preset rough brush which gives the appearance
of a pencil sketch. This quick guide will also cover different techniques, such as shape
exploration, gesture and flow, acting, exaggeration, and most importantly — storytelling.
In this design approach we will ask questions about the character to really understand,
and narrow down, how to design and stylize this grizzly bear. The first thing I do before
I even start sketching is to make a small list which answers the “who” and “what”
questions. When finished, I am ready to design an old bear that has eaten too many
blueberry muffins!
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Simple shapes

This page: Simple abstract shapes
can form the base of initial
loose sketches

Shape
When first exploring a design for a character I like to play around
with the shapes that will form the base of the design. For an
animal character, begin by looking up a lot of references on how
the animal is constructed and study its shapes. For this article I am
designing a bear, so I want to focus on how much I can exaggerate
the basic shapes that signify he is a bear, such as the large body
mass and rounded ears.
Once you have a clear idea of the shapes that need to be
emphasized, create thumbnail sketches based on the different
shapes. Working to this small scale will help avoid thinking about
the details of the character at first, and instead focus on how
these abstract shapes can best describe a possible pose.
This bear is sluggish and tired from eating all of those muffins, so
I create big blobby shapes that are low to the ground, as if gravity
is pulling them down. By comparison, if you were to create a
happy or alert character you would need to create shapes that
were much lighter, and standing or sitting upright.
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Rough sketch
Once a few possible poses have been loosely sketched out, choose a shape to sketch
over. I chose a shape with a big arc that really emphasizes how big and heavy the bear
is. The sloping sides suggest he has slumped to the ground and is sleepy.
Remember to continue emphasizing the character’s personality through the pose in
the rough sketch. The splayed pose of this bear, with the neck slightly turned to the
side, and his arms and legs wide open, show he is too tired to move around. While

“The eyes are pinched
together to give the
effect of the bear
feeling very tired
and also show that
he is an old bear”

creating these shapes, it is important to be conscious of how they work within a
complete framework.

Flow and energy
In this step, make sure that the character design has
flow and a sense of energy through the line work. As
you can see by the green arrows on my sketch below,
there is a flow towards the face creating a focal point
where we can see their expressions. The red arrows
below indicate the flow of energy coming up and out
through the back.
It is important to make sure that a design has flow to
be able to clearly read how the character is feeling.
I like to create lines that really push the gesture and
energy of the bear, so I make lines to highlight that he
is lying down, showing that his body is grounded.

Top: Create a rough sketch over your basic shapes
that shows the character’s personality in more detail
Bottom: Check the flow of energy in the design

Face as
- focal point -
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Nose

Pinch

Facial expressions
At this stage, create what I like to call a

It is also a nice touch to have pinched areas,

“clean up” rough sketch. To give the design

such as on the shoulder, to break the straight

expression, focus on exaggerating elements

and curved lines. This gives an energy in the

of the design, especially in the face. The eyes

character’s gesture, and shows how heavy

are pinched together to give the effect the

his body is, and how his weight affects those

bear is feeling very tired, and also shows that

other curves around his body. It helps again to

he is an old bear. I design the nose a bit bigger

confirm that the character is grounded and not

than usual to best describe the character, and

simply weightless.

to give the feeling that he is friendlier than the
average bear.
In the corner of my sketch I quickly draw a
couple of bear-like bags to explore how the

Above: Focus on exaggerating facial expressions
that help to show the character’s personality
Below: Assess whether there is a sense of rhythm
in the design and add pinched areas for interest

weight of the bear’s neck creates a curve. I
compare the shape of the curved bag to a
bag that is also heavy, but does not show the
gesture as clearly as the first. This allows me
to improve the gesture of the bear’s neck, and
emphasize the heavy feeling.

Rhythm
Moving along the rest of the bear’s body, make
sure that the sense of rhythmic motion in the
character is clear. The blue arrows I have drawn
over the rough cleaned-up sketch (right) show
a mix of straight and curved lines in the design
to help to create a clear rhythm.

Pinch
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“I like to give it a brushlike texture as this creates
energy in the final version”
Loose and detail
In this final step we get to add life to the
character. I choose to dress the bear in a plaid
pajama suit because he is a sleepy old bear.
With a set of pajama clothes there is a better
sense that he has just had a late night snack
and eaten too many muffins. I then add a few
muffins around the bear to show how much
he has eaten, and to illustrate the story of his
binge on blueberry muffins.
When I clean up a final design I like to give it
a brush-like texture as this creates energy in
the final version. I keep the lines flowing in
the same direction as the shape they cover, to
preserve the volume of the body, and also to
give it a soft texture that shows the bear is soft
and silky.

This spread: Finalize the design by adding
details and textures that support the story
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© Stephanie Rizo Garcia

Drifting
free in
space
ALMU REDONDO
She just wants to connect, with anyone. Almost a year of drifting free
in the Pariah asteroid belt, and not one commuter... until now. The
transmission alarm sounds, waking her. She lurches from her captain’s
chair and peers at the forward screen, then her comms. Is she seeing this
correct? She rubs sleep from her eyes and runs her hands through long,
black hair, tying it up out of her face. “Another mining class?” she smiles,
beams. “Finally!” She stands and pulls up the zip of her mining uniform,
the Corps Mining logo half-torn from her breast. Trousers hang slightly
loose from malnutrition. Barefoot had been the choice footwear option
for months. She breathes in and tries to look casual as she gives the order
to open video transmission. The forward screen connects. It’s like staring
at a mirror. Narrative by Adam J. Smith
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Above: A diagram showing the most

In this tutorial you will encounter one of the

important concepts drawn from

most challenging and exciting scenarios for a

the brief and its interpretation

character designer: to design from a narrative
depth to your characters through subtleties,

Extracting from
the brief

ALPHA STATE ►

several layers of psyche, and fascinating back

To start with, and to get you into the creative

Picasso said, “Inspiration exists, but it

stories. For this reason, every small detail

mindset, highlight the main words from the

has to find you working.” What if we

counts and the challenge to make a solid,

brief. Start writing or creating thumbnails

could actually switch inspiration on

relatable, and “living” character is the most

of the ideas, sensations, or feelings these

and focus it every time that we need

difficult but interesting part of it.

concepts create in you. Those first minutes

to? Actually, studies of our brain waves

with the text are fundamental so read through

have found we can!

brief! This is the best opportunity to bring extra

To help you achieve this, I recommend you

it with a notebook by your side to catch the

print and hang by your desk the wonderful Walt

first ideas and thumbnails. It also helps a lot,

It has been shown that our brain has

Stanchfield mantra: “Draw ideas, not things;

if possible, to capture your initial ideas while

five frequency states and one of

action, not poses; gestures, not anatomical

relaxed (in your favorite café for example) and

them, the Alpha state, is the best one

structures.” To communicate the greatest

to read the text slowly. The best ideas come in

for creative work. When our brain is

amount of story and personality, with the fewest

this state of relaxed attention.

relaxed, it is also more focused. The

number of lines, should be your objective, and

amazing news is that we can trigger this

this is what we will aim to do in this tutorial.

In this case, I choose three keywords from the

state of mind with music, meditation,

I will go through different techniques that

narrative: “miner,” “captain,” and “space.” From

or breathing (and coffee always helps!).

will help you achieve this, starting with rough

these keywords are several concepts that I

I practice this every day and it makes

maps of ideas and thumbnails in pencil, going

want to associate with them (which I note in

me

through ink drawings and digital retouches, to

purple) and thoughts of how I would translate

productive, and creative. I encourage

the final color and presentation in Photoshop.

those ideas into practical visual concepts for

you to research it and get the most out

Are you ready? Let’s dive in!

the design (which I note in green).

of it!

considerably

more

effective,
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experience as an architectural designer, which is used
for urban planning projects. In this exercise you create
a “SWOT board” where you identify the internal and
external qualities of the design that are potentially helpful
and harmful. In this sense, the internal elements are based
on the details in the narrative and are character-specific,
while the external elements are caused by the wider
context the design will be viewed in.
Through evaluating the internal-helpful characteristics,

external origin

This is an exercise I have borrowed from my past

helpful

internal origin

SWOT (Strengths,
Weaknesses,
Opportunities, Threats)

harmful

strengths

weaknesses

COMMANDER
HERO
POSITIVE
PERSONALITY
REAL
GROUNDED

SITUATION NOT VERY
ATTRACTIVE
DELICATE BALANCE BETWEEN
FEMALE AND STRONG TYPE

opportunities

threats

UNUSUAL STRONG FEMALE
CREATE A “REAL” CHARACTER

MAKE A “BORING”
CHARACTER WITH NO APPEAL

CONTRAST BETWEEN
HER SITUATION & HER
PERSONALITY

you will locate the design’s strengths, and by finding the

FALL INTO STANDARD
“CUTE” CHARACTER

internal-harmful elements you will learn where the design
may have weaknesses. By looking at the external-helpful

1

facets you can identify the opportunities the design
presents, and from the external-harmful aspects you can

9

identify the possible threats to the design’s success.

2

The four categories of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats created by this exercise can be referred back
to and will keep your ideas clear throughout the design

8

3

process. This in turn enables you to commit to that key
concept that will be the soul of your design.

Psychology
You can use an extremely interesting technique used by
actors and psychologists to define the personality of their
roles or clients. This technique uses the “Enneagram.” The
theory states that every person can be classified by one of
nine personality types (although everyone has a little of
each personality trait), and each type has a main “fear” and
a main “passion” that determines our actions and reactions
to the world.
The Enneagram technique also theorizes that each one of
us has a hero and a demon side; we can be the brightest
hero when we are at our best, or we can be the worst
villain when we are under the most stressful levels of our
personality. Fascinating, right?
You can learn more about this theory and how Enneagrams work
at www.enneagraminstitute.com. This theory is incredibly helpful
for character designers determining the character's story arc
and inner conflicts. For this character I select personality type
six, the Loyalist, and list her strengths and weaknesses based
on this.

7

4
6

THE
ENNEAGRAM
1 PERFECTIONIST
reformer, judge, critic
Fear: anger
2 HELPER
connector, manipulator,
nurturer
Fear: own needs
3 ACHIEVER
performer, status-seeker
Fear : worthlessness, failure
4 ROMANTIC
artist, individualist
Fear : ordinariness

5
5 THINKER
observer, investigator
Fear: uselessness
6 LOYALIST
skeptic, questioner
Fear: deviance
7 ENTHUSIAST
adventurer
Fear: pain
8 CHALLENGER
leader, maverick
Fear: conflict
9 PEACE MAKER
mediator. Fear: conflict
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Borrowing from reality
PERSONALITY TRAITS OF
A LOYALIST CHARACTER ►

6

A very helpful trick to bring extra personality to your character is sketching
real people in cafés and bars. Try to capture the personality and essence of
your subjects in quick, simple sketches. This practice will help you drag ideas
from reality to use as a base for your character design.

strengths
HEALTHY LEVELS

WEAKNESSES
UNHEALTHY LEVELS

S
 TRATEGIST
S
 ELF-AFFIRMING
A
 PPEALING
R
 ELIABLE
T
 RUSTWORTHY
S
 ACRIFICING
C
 REATOR OF
STABILITY
►S
 TRONG BELIEFS
►D
 EVOTED & LOYAL
TO A CAUSE

►S
 TUCK IN DOUBT
►E
 NDLESS
QUESTIONING
►O
 VER-ANALYSIS
►F
 OCUS ON FAILURES
►F
 EEL PERSECUTED
►S
 KEPTIC
►A
 NXIOUS
►S
 ARCASTIC
►B
 ELLIGERENT
►B
 LAMING OTHERS

►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Sometimes just the position of an arm, or the expression on a face, can be the
trigger for inspiration. This will then bring a solid foundation to your design.
Opposite page (top): SWOT grids show the pros and cons of the brief
Opposite page (middle and bottom): An Enneagram can be used to define your
character’s personality
Left: The strengths and weaknesses of this character based on her loyalist
personality type
Below: Go to cafés and bars to sketch real people and distill their essence for your
character designs
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Embracing contrasts

feeling and story. However, it can look poor

authority, and security that this character

Now it is time to look at the construction of

if the exaggeration is done without a clear

should exude. However, keep in mind the

the character. Your design will need to have

purpose, sense of story, or direction. That is why

key concept for the design. From these

contrast, not only in the basic shapes and

it is important to have a clear understanding

experiments choose a few that have the best

volumes, but also from the inside-out. Often,

of the story, personality, and world of your

contrast of shapes to develop the concept.

the most successful characters (especially

character before you begin to manipulate the

in animation) are those where the physical

character’s shapes and volumes.

appearance is highly contrasted, or sometimes

Below: Create dynamic and interesting
contrasts between the physical appearance

even opposite, from the personality. For

For this character you could explore broad

example, the character Tyrion Lannister is

shoulders and strong arms, square shapes and

described in George R. R. Martin’s books as

straight lines. Balance them with some angles

Bottom: Apply intelligent exaggeration to

small, ugly, and almost repulsive, but he has the

and triangles to get the feeling of strength,

your shapes that reinforce the story

most attractive and seductive personality of
the whole saga. Arya Stark on the other hand is
a cute-looking little girl who hides a dangerous
personality within.
Contrasts between appearance and personality
are extremely interesting ideas to play with.
In this case, I explore creating a huge, strong
body that will contain a tender personality and
righteous heart.

Intelligent
exaggeration
Cartoonish exaggeration can be your best
tool to create mind-bending characters full of

of your character and their interior self
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SWITCH TOOLS AND
SWITCH OFTEN ►
You will find that there are many times
when it is extremely beneficial to switch
between traditional and digital tools
throughout the design process. Each one
of them has strengths that you can use to
your benefit when designing.
While the pencil gives you a nice balance
between

freedom

and

commitment,

ideal for the first stages of the design
process, ink will force you to slow down
and commit to each line. This makes your
drawings purposeful and meaningful.
Finally, working digitally gives you the
complete freedom needed to work in an
intuitive way, and generate amazing clean
and finessed pieces. Different techniques
can help shape and tune your brain when
working — so use them!

Proportions
Proportions, and relative proportions, will help
you most when defining an appealing character
with personality, and enable you to get the style of
the character. Keep in mind that one of the most
important ways to achieve good proportions is to
avoid “the ladder.” The ladder is an even distribution
of the different body parts (generally the head,
torso, and legs) which looks quite uninteresting.
Sometimes inspiration will not come, so instead
you can generate random distributions and then
fill these in with the three main body parts later.
Relativity is a key factor in adding personality
through proportions. For example, if you want
to create the impression of a big head, the next
part of the body — the chest — should be shorter
so the head will look relatively bigger. The same
approach can be applied with exaggeratedly long
legs and a short chest, or a big, hero-type chest
and shorter legs.
This page: Generate rough silhouettes
with interesting proportions between
the head, torso, and legs
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Complex vs.
simple designs
The need for complexity or simplicity
of style is often determined by the kind
of production the design is to be used
for. Animation usually requires simple,
clear characters to save time and make
the production posing of them efficient,
especially if it is a 2D animation.
More complex characters are only usually
affordable in videogames. Often in these
types of projects the character animation
is minimal or in loops, and the need to
quickly read the acting silhouette is less.
In this case, I explore more design
concepts, but they are not successful.
I have a hard time focusing on the face
and the actions of the character in these
designs, so continue exploring alternatives.

Soft and
straight lines
Angular lines, straight, broken, or spiky
lines; these can evoke different emotions
from more flowing and soft lines. This
can be an extremely useful technique for
character designers. You can combine
different

types

of

lines

to

create

straighter, more righteous characters or
friendlier, more rounded ones. The type
of line that is most prevalent and the
quantity of other line types that are used
can be the difference between a mean and
dangerous character, and a highly sensual,
natural character.

This page: Check for clarity and readability
in your design. Getting the right amount
of detail for the project is important
Opposite page: Explore the difference
between a character dominated by rounded
lines and others by straight lines
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“combine different
types of lines to create
straighter, more righteous
characters or friendlier,
more rounded ones”

IDEAS TRASH CAN
For a long time in the process I toy with the idea
of contrasting the character’s personality with a
more spicy Indiana Jones feel. This would make
the character appear more adventurous, cheeky,
and playful. However, while it is fun to make the
drawings, I do not get the depth of the character
that I distilled from the brief, so sadly I put this
idea aside. Nevertheless, this adventurous idea is
always my favorite personality to explore!
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Facial construction

Furthermore, you can imagine a triangle in

To give your character expression you could apply

the face by mentally drawing a string between

a highly interesting concept from caricature

both eyes. The string pulls down in the middle

drawing. This helps many artists learn what areas

to form a deeper triangle as we get older

to exaggerate in a face and how manipulating

which brings the eyes closer together. This

features can tell a story.

is a trick that you can use to your benefit to

This page: Avoid trying to draw the

bring maturity or wisdom to your characters.

perfect human face and instead inject

Start from a base of the “perfect” face, with it divided

You can even use this method to make your

personality with imperfections

into thirds and half-divisions. The perfect face does

characters appear more appealing by giving

not exist in real life, but through comparison you

them wider spaced eyes like a child, or make

Opposite page: Apply body language

can see when a nose is longer than normal, and what

them more mean-looking with eyes brought

concepts to create the correct sensations

emotion and personality that offers.

close together.

and actions within your characters

VISUAL WEIGHT
MARBLE THEORY

1/2
1/2
BABY

CHILDREN

1/2
1/2

1/3
1/3

1/2
1/2

TEENAGER

YOUNG
ADULT

MIDDLE
AGED

OLDER
PEOPLE

1/3

THE “PERFECT” HUMAN FACE
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• Leaning forward
– accessible
• Wider stance – even
more authoritarian
• Furrowed forehead –
anxiety, concentration,
distressed
• Puffed up chest –
territory dominance

Body language
For learning about the many meanings behind
human body language, I highly recommend What
Every Body is Saying by Joe Navarro. With this
information you can create high contrasts in
the evolution of your character’s body language
throughout the narrative.
You can see here how the character’s body
language might change as the story unfolds. At the
beginning of this character’s mission (top-left)
she is positive and confident with her chin up, and
an inflated chest. She stands tall in a power position
with her feet spread, shoulders pulled back, a
fixed gaze, and open forehead. This all suggests
that she is a character with strength, ease,
power, and authority.

• Wide stance – authoritarian
 entral front – confident
•V
• Clear, raised eyebrows – positive
• Smiley eyes – happy, positive

By contrast, in the final pose (bottom-right) her
shoulders are lowered and hunched forward. She
is looking down to the floor with low eyebrows
and a small mouth. This suggests she is feeling
troubled or doubtful, with strong worried
thoughts and a sense of unease.

USING HAIR
IN DESIGN ►
As the master animator Glen Keane says,
the hair is an extension of a character’s
personality. The design and movement
of the hair can tell the audience as much
about a character as the face or hands.

• Closed fists – intensity
• Forward – ready to act
• Lower eyebrows – intense conflict
• Arms akimbo – intense authority
and territorial dominance

• Shoulders hunched – low
confidence, negative emotions
• Leg touching, “pacifying”
discomfort – anxiety
• Ventral denial – trouble

In the case of this character design, the
hair shows the most blunt, honest, and
fluid side of her. It creates big, simple
gestures by either floating in the air, or
falling down to cover her face when she
has deep and insightful moments. It can
act like a curtain to hide her from the
world while she is lost in thought, but it

“The perfect face does not exist in real life,
but through comparison you can see when
a nose is longer than normal, and what
emotion and personality that offers”

is also practical, unkempt, and natural.
It suggests she has been isolated for so
long that she has forgotten to take care
of herself and simply allows her hair to
grow disheveled.
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Left: Cast an imaginary actor to
help create an extra dimension
and more believability
Below: Fine tune your final image
to get the best pose and design

Acting and gesture

Final design

In general terms this character has an air

Often, the smaller, rougher thumbnail in

of quiet authority. She is not explosive, but

the corner of a sketchbook (or even on a

thoughtful. How would she react in a conflict?

napkin) can hold the best design and balance

With quiet and peaceful security, an analytical

of proportions. This is the case for me with

thought process and a Zen-like approach I

this character design. So, taking the final line

think. She keeps her nerve and her presence

drawing, I adapt it to the proportions of this

evokes respect in others.

tiny sketch (right). It is important to choose
the most appealing final pose or one that tells

She is a strategist, decisive, the first one in line,

a lot of the story. In this case, I choose a very

and protective. Once there is a clear sense of

heroic pose, before she becomes isolated in

who the character is as a person, it is possible

the asteroid belt station.

to theoretically cast an actor to give you an
extra dimension of reality and help make the

Final color

design more solid.

The choice of colors was clear to me in this
design from the very beginning. A very quiet

For this character, I imagine something

character with a deep emotional dimension

between Ripley in Alien for her fearless

demands cold colors, unlike a vibrant red

commitment, Sarah Connor from Terminator

which would show the real strength of her

for her strength, and Brienne of Tarth from

on the inside. For this contrast a cold palette

Game of Thrones for her fortitude.

of blues and purples (a color associated with
high positions in society) will be suitable. To

You can show this development by creating

compensate for her internal depth, and give

drawings that are looser, and closer to

the color palette a final punch, an occasional

animation roughs, with no need for them to

red-pink touch helps to balance the color

be “on model.” This will keep the energy and

harmony. To finish, add some simple lighting

essence of the narrative moment, and the

and final texture to bring the design to a semi-

drawings can be cleaned later if needed.

finish that could be shown to the client.
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Studio profile:

Blue Zoo
Discover what goes on behind-the-scenes of Londonbased multi-BAFTA-winning CG character animation
studio Blue Zoo. We speak to the studio’s Co-Founder
and Executive Producer, Tom Box, about his experiences
setting up an ambitious creative business, and how the
studio is continuing to develop. Blue Zoo Concept Artist
Izzy Burton also shares her experiences at the studio and
offers advice for future animators...
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Hi Tom, thanks for taking the time
to chat to us about your studio. Can
you tell us about how the studio
began and how it has evolved over
the years?

I, preparing to step into the big wide world,

Wow, starting a company from
scratch is an amazing achievement!
How did you even know where to
start? What advice would you give
to yourself now?

thought it would be fun to go it alone and start

The honest answer is we didn’t know where

our own company!

to start! But that was part of the fun, and

While

studying

computer

animation

at

Bournemouth University, a few classmates and

has been ever since. Even sixteen years later
We started making short animations in a tiny

everyone is still learning and figuring things

garage (every company starts in a garage,

out. That never ends and it goes hand-in-hand

right?) and we’ve carefully grown the studio

with being creative and experimenting.

into a 130-strong multi-BAFTA-winning studio

Left: More Stuff was Blue Zoo’s Christmas
short in 2015. It was a parody of an
animated musical, featuring naked elves!
Right: A still from Daddy Christmas, a
mixed-media animated short
All images © Blue Zoo Productions Ltd.

creating its own TV show properties. But we

As for advice, I would say networking is

have much bigger ambitions; we currently have

everything; never stop going out and meeting

a few films that are in development, and are

new people. You make your own luck through

also making our own games and virtual reality

random chances, and those will only pop up if

(VR) experiences.

you get out there!

How have changes in the industry
affected the way the studio has
developed and how you work?
Since we started, the barrier to entry for startup animation studios has dropped massively.
There were only a handful of animation studios
back then, and now there are hundreds! But
that is great for artists, as anyone can set
themselves up as a solo studio from home.
So we’ve invested in generating more of our
own intellectual property, and in our studio’s
long-term future. We are generating our work
across more platforms, and becoming less
reliant on other companies coming to us.

What sort of projects do you work on
and do you have any preferences?
Tell us about Digby Dragon!
Every project we do is slightly different in
content and style. Sometimes someone will
want us to help them make an advert, or
help them develop their idea into a TV show.
Sometimes we develop our own ideas, whether
they are a TV series or short film; that keeps
things very varied!
A few years ago an illustrator called Sally
Hunter approached us to develop a series of
sketches she created of a dragon and its friends
who lived in a Scottish woodland. We helped
develop the idea and then fund it, with the help
of partners such as Nickelodeon UK and US,
and Aardman Animation. We then made fiftytwo eleven-minute-long segments of beautiful
animation, all from our London studio!

How many people usually work
on a project? Who is involved in a
production and what is the process?
We work on all shapes and sizes of projects,
so teams can vary from one to sixty people. A
small animation of twenty seconds might have
one person designing, animating, and directing
it, while a big series would have teams of
animators and compositors.
Some productions start from an internal pitch,
where we ask anyone in our studio if they
have an idea for a show. We then fund a pilot
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episode which gets taken to broadcasters and

layers of management, so artists can have as

TV festivals to raise funding to make the series.

much creative control as possible.

Alternatively, other companies approach us
sketches, but sometimes it is a fifty-page

What do you tend to look for when
recruiting artists?

presentation. There are no set rules which

Competition is extremely tough so artists

means every project is unique, and this keeps

hunting for jobs need to use every trick in

it fun and varied!

the book to stand out. Firstly you need to

with their ideas; sometimes this is a few pencil

make yourself relevant to the job you are

What is the culture like at Blue Zoo?

applying for; if you are applying for a cartoon

Our culture is always about collaboration

character animation role, a reel full of

and enjoying the work we do, and finding

realistic galloping horses won’t demonstrate

new ways of making even better work. One

you can animate with personality and

Left (top): Albert, a character from the

of the ways we do this is with our short films

humorous timing. Pay attention to detail;

Digby Dragon show, looking surprised

program, where we ask anyone in our studio

make sure your website is professional, and

to submit an idea for an animated film. They

that your cover letter is addressed to the

Left (bottom): Cheeky Chips from

then pitch their ideas to the whole studio,

correct person and company, and has been

Digby Dragon

who vote for the winner; the winner then

triple proofread. If you rush these without

gets to direct their short using the studio’s

checking them, we’ll assume your work will

resources and artists. We also try to minimize

be of similar quality, or lack of!

Below: The whole Digby Dragon gang
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What qualities do you most value in
a concept artist?

BAFTA (British Academy of Film and Television

Being able to understand a brief and implement

Company of the Year. Receiving this award

all of the client requests without cherry-

meant so much to us, as every single person

picking which bits you like, and leaving out the

working in the studio was responsible for

bits you don’t! Communication skills are one of

winning it, it wasn’t just down to one individual

the key reasons we do face-to-face interviews.

or project.

Arts) award for Independent Production

We have big teams that work very closely; if
you can’t collaborate well with others that’s a
bit of a non-starter.

Do you see the studio expanding
further in the future?
Expanding further in size isn’t our goal. Instead

A project is only as good as the team’s

we want to expand in quality and produce

Left (top): The Digby Dragon series

communication and management skills. Failing

more of our own projects. We want to make

is fifity-two installments of eleven-

to meet the deadline because people weren’t

more of our own TV series and expand into

minute CG episodes, all funded and

sure who was doing what, and by when, can

new areas such as VR.

produced entirely by Blue Zoo

We’ve also won funding from the BFI (British

Left (bottom): Blue Zoo had lots of fun

Film Institute) to develop a few feature films

creating characters like Chips, Fizz,

What are Blue Zoo’s proudest
achievements?

which is really exciting. As a result, we have

and Grumpy for Digby Dragon

When we reached our current size a few years

and making animation tests for features which

Above: Character development for an

ago, it also coincided with our studio winning a

will hopefully go into production in 2017.

experimental VR short

sink a project and lose a studio their reputation
and trust.

been carefully developing a few screenplays
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Employee
profile

Izzy Burton
Concept Artist
BA (Hons) Computer
Visualization and Animation,
Bournemouth University
www.izzyburton.co.uk

Best bits of the job:

One of the best

Another challenge is learning to draw in various

things about working at Blue Zoo is the trust

styles to fit different briefs. There will always be

everyone has in me to experiment and find

some essence of my style in everything I draw,

a way to make a pitch or concept work. This

but it’s challenging to unlearn what I already

ability to experiment means my skills are

know to be able to draw differently. At Blue

improving daily, and I’m developing my art

Zoo we create quite simplistic characters and

style more each day. It’s amazing to see my

one of my biggest challenges is finding ways to

concepts come to life in 3D, and how my art

portray characters with as little information as

style is affecting the look of Blue Zoo’s work.

possible. It’s an awesome skill to be able to give
a character life with just dot eyes and a line for

Probably most importantly, it’s great to be

a mouth; I’ll get back to you when I’ve worked

able to work in a place surrounded by so many

out how to do it!

creative and talented people. I am constantly
inspired to do more and work harder. Also we
have beer o’clock; need I say more?

What advice would you give to
budding character designers?
You’ll get there. I’m definitely far from "there"

Job challenges:

I still very much feel as

but if you draw each day and you have a passion

if I’m learning, and sometimes I’ll get a brief

for it, you’ll inevitably improve. I think it’s

and sit there blankly trying to work out how

common for artists to feel like they’re being

I’m going to be able to create something

left behind or not improving fast enough. But

with my current skills. It’s really difficult to

it’s all about being patient and letting yourself

not panic when something feels impossible

develop your skills in a timescale that suits

to do, so I’d say staying calm and working out

you. It’s by no means a race, so just focus on

how to approach things is one of my biggest

your own goals and achievements, and not on

Left: No More Stuff, the studio's 2016

challenges. In these moments I often consult

what everyone else is doing. Learn from other

Christmas short, was a parody action

my Pinterest boards to work out how other

artists, but experiment as much as you can to

movie trailer featuring naked elves!

artists have tackled similar briefs.

find your own style.
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Simplicity
& impact
Steph Laberis

When creating a stylistically simple character it is important to
plan ahead to ensure you make the strongest design choices
possible. Simplicity of design can be deceptive; when you
have only a few details in a design, it makes each detail more
influential. Here you will learn quick techniques for designing
simple characters that have impact.

Silhouette
A character's silhouette is vitally important to the clarity
of your design, as detail can be lost in the pose. When
you compare the silhouettes of these mice it is clear that
separating the cheese shape from the shape of the mouse
makes the design easier to read. When creating characters,
decide which element is most important for the viewer to
understand and then make it distinguishable.

Proportions & symmetry
A good way to ensure a simple design remains strong is to
explore proportions. You can use proportions and symmetry to
reflect your character’s personality. An evenly proportioned
and symmetrical character will feel static and less interesting
to look at than an asymmetrical character. Bold proportions
such as squashing the tiger cub's body and enlarging the head
implies that the character has a bold personality to match.

Concentration of details
The concentration of detail in a design can be used to
guide the eye to important areas. Although this cat
character has a large body, there are more markings,
whiskers, and variety of color on the face, which draws
the viewer’s eye. If you want to create impact with a
focal area it is best to leave the majority of the design
simplistic and then add detail in a concentrated area to
attract the viewer’s attention.
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Emotion & exaggeration
In this design, one cat appears enormous with a wildly
exaggerated mouth and eyes to show rage. The second cat
is reduced in size, with large fearful eyes. Expressing clear
emotions is important to make simple designs interesting.
Think about how the whole body acts when joyful, enraged,
or despondent. Which forms can be emphasized to make the
expression clear? Emotions need to be displayed clearly in
simple designs, which means exaggeration is vital.

Color
A quick way to give a simple design impact, is
to use bright, saturated colors. This dinosaur
character appears drastically different by
changing the colors from desaturated greens
and grays to highly saturated red, yellow, and
blue. The bright design stands out, so it is
appropriate for a bold and imposing character.
Desaturated colors evoke a more mature,
earthy feel, so are a good choice for a simple,
subtle design.

Line of action
Successful poses have a clear line of action, and the angles can be
worked into the character design to make the gesture stronger.
The beak and wing of this bird design both follow the arc of the
feathers on the head. As the bird’s head is twisted, the curve that
is created by the back is continued into the mouth, and the claws
in the center of the feet mimic the angle of the bird’s legs. This
unifies the design and reinforces the line of action.

All images © Steph Laberis

happy
whimsical
mOnster
SHAUN BRYANT

There are a lot of ways to approach creating a character. I want to demonstrate how you can go beyond a
character sketch and create a design that portrays a specific emotion at first sight. Using story and shapeplay, you can drive your design to display a specific feeling.
The only caveat in the brief is to create a character based on a feeling, so let’s create a character that
exudes happiness. I create a little plot for a story that we can use to create our character:
On the top of a sunny mountain lives a huge monster. He comes down into the valley and scares all the sheep
and shepherds away. One day a brave shepherd who isn’t afraid to be eaten, turns and starts to perform for
the monster. So pleased that he has someone to talk to, the monster shares in the good cheer. It turns out this
monster isn’t hungry for sheep or shepherds, he is just starved for attention.
Let’s see what we can come up with!
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Opposite page: Differentiate
between

words

that

need

different types of reference
Left: Create quick sketches to
empty your visual library

Mind-mapping
I find that when I’m given an open topic, or if I’m freesketching, the best thing to do is impose a boundary or
theme. This helps to generate usable ideas quickly because
you will have something to throw your ideas against.
Try making a short list of subjects for the theme and emotion
of angry pirates, happy monsters, confused aliens, or
surprised animals. Select one and try to create a mind-map
to explore a variety of ideas using text. Use verbs to describe
the feeling and nouns to describe the character theme.
Then use word association to create a web of ideas that can
help direct exploratory drawing, and save time by creating a
compass for your designs.

Finding references
Using a mind-map as a shopping list in your hunt for
references will give you a less ambiguous target and save you
time. Shoot your own references when possible. Go to zoos,
museums, or life drawing classes to shoot photos and draw
studies that will help create more detailed designs.

Quick sketching
Spend some time reviewing your references and the story to
get into the right mind-set. Start sketching some quick ideas,
keeping your lines loose. Amazing drawings are not the focus
now; just start exploring what works for this character and
what doesn’t.
Try to keep each sketch to one or two minutes at the most.
When you are finished you can see what aspects of the
sketches are appealing to you. At this point, I know the oneeyed character and the reptilian characters are not the right
direction for my design, but the furry, rounded characters
are appealing.
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This page: Repeated shapes
and

size

contrasts

create

interesting silhouettes
Opposite page (left): Create a
symmetrical design reinforcing
the silhouette’s shapes
Opposite page (right): Keep
lines loose and have fun
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Building blocks

MACRO TO MICRO ►

Use basic shapes as building blocks to create

Round shapes will reinforce the happy, good

Creating a design is easiest when you

dozens of silhouette variations. When creating

nature of the monster despite the sharper,

keep a hierarchy of steps in mind. Try

each new silhouette, try to vary the shapes

more dangerous, tips of the character’s design.

to remember the mantra “macro to

and their sizes to create contrast and interest.

micro.” Create big dominant shapes

Some repetition of shapes in a character

It is easy to flatten your character out when

and then back them up with smaller

design can however create unity and balance.

drawing symmetrically. To avoid a flat image,

supporting shapes.

place a perspective grid on the ground plane
Think of an iconic shape that fits the emotion

and draw through your forms to create a

Start at a macro stage and get

you want to convey. I choose an arcing smile

three-dimensional design.

your

shape that is repeated in each design to evoke

silhouette,

proportions,

and

gesture right, and then move on to
progressively smaller details. When

the feeling of happiness and joy.

Detailing designs
Adding details to your design will help you to

you get bogged down in the tiny

Using symmetry

details first, your character’s overall

Working symmetrically initially can help you

the design, break the symmetry of the last

design can suffer.

zip through many ideas quickly, because you

step and add details that align with your theme.

can concentrate on anatomy without having to

That being said, at this stage try not to get too

worry about making a difficult pose work. As I

wrapped up in the finer details and posing. The

design, I keep the smile icon in my thoughts. I try

idea in this stage of the process is to quickly

to reinforce that design idea by creating forms

generate interesting design ideas, for building

that turn upward and have rounded undersides.

upon in later iterations.

create solid volumes. To add more interest to
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Diversify your designs
Your hard work in the silhouette stage will
begin to pay off as your pages fill up with fun
designs! Set a time limit for yourself, around
five to fifteen minutes per design, and work
through each silhouette. Refer back to your
mind map and references to create fresh
characters.
When you start repeating yourself, try to
change your thought process. Pick a few
characteristics on your design and change
them. If you have horns in one design use
feathers on the next; if one design has tiny
eyes make the eyes the focus in your next
design. Keep your theme and story in mind
and you will have an excellent road-map for
creating interesting characters.
Above: Fill your page with a fun and creative line-up
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Making a solid structure
Now you need to tie down a structure to create a solid
design. Select a design then work on your character’s
final look by turning the character in space (creating
a turnaround drawing like the one below) to solve the
issues of how he looks in three dimensions. Isolate
complicated forms like the skull and hands to help you
understand the shapes. This will help you to create
more believable expressions and gestures.
This page: Solve structural issues before you attempt a pose
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Generating expressions
One of my favorite parts of the process is generating fun expressions.
Grab a mirror or a camera and start taking selfies! Once you have
blocked in the gesture of the head, start with the eyes and then the
mouth, working your way outward.
The eyes and eyebrows are the genus of conveying emotion, and the
mouth tells you the character’s species. To put that in context, a pair of
cocked eyebrows and a smirk gives you an arrogant, confident emotion,
but cocked eyebrows and a frown give you a confused expression. Play
with this idea by mixing and matching eye and mouth shapes.
Above: Mastering expressions is essential to creating characters with feeling
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Simplifying expressions
So now you want to push this character’s face
around and see what kind of expressions you
can make. When creating expressions you can
get bogged down in all the details of the face.
Instead, try simplifying the shapes around the
eyes and mouth to make the job much easier.
Follow the muscles around the eyes and
mouth and you will see that it creates a bandit
mask. You can take this idea of a bandit mask,
and squash and stretch the shapes to create
more dynamic facial expressions.
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Color development
Our next step will be a bit of color development.
I want this character to have a darker exterior
color and then a warmer center; I think this will
suit the story very well. In our story outline his
outward appearance makes him seem big and
scary, but it is revealed that he is a warm, kind,
and happy monster.
Take your character’s front three-quarter pose
and create a value rendering. You can then
duplicate this throughout the document and use
clipping layers and adjustment layers to explore a
range of color variations.

Left: Take funny pictures and exaggerate
your expressions!
Above: Use color and value to reinforce
your storytelling
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Drafting suitable scenes
At this stage the design is fleshed out and when you
look at it you should be able to tell what emotion it is
based on. Now you can quickly sketch out pages of scene
thumbnails focusing on gesture and story moments.
Create another list of verbs with words like laughing,
dancing, and singing. Visualize your character interacting
with its surroundings and performing these actions.

Constructing the final image
Pick the scene thumbnail that interests you the most and
start to construct your final image. Take your thumbnail
and blow it up to the size of your final document. On a
separate layer start a rough construction drawing.
Use your previous turnaround drawing to help break
down the character into its component shapes, and keep
true to your original vision. Draw through each shape,
making sure that you wrap your lines around the form to
give your drawing dimension.
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Opposite page: Plan out scenes that show
your character’s nature
This page: Build your work up in stages,
drawing through shapes
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The final line drawing
So now we start on the final line drawing, and it is really important that you don’t just
trace what you have done in previous steps. You’re going to want to develop your lines,
recreating the drawing and adding life to your line work.
Examine your character’s line of action and make sure it is advancing throughout your
design. This will help avoid a static and segmented drawing. You want to have flow and
rhythm, and a continuous interchange of shapes and form. Refer to your expression
sheet to help improve your final drawing and keep the design on brief.

Below: Use your construction drawing to create your final line work
Right: An idea for the trash can
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IDEAS TRASH CAN
This scene idea is a perfect example of jumping ahead
without doing your planning phases. I really enjoyed
the interaction of the sheep and the monster in the
thumbnail for this scene, but I took that quick thumbnail
and went straight into the painting. I didn’t stop to push
the pose or work on the underlying structure. Taking
the energy and excitement that I had for the idea, and
going directly into the painting process, meant the piece
ultimately suffered.
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“BRIGHT
COLORS
AND A
WHIMSICAL
STYLE BRING
THIS HAPPY
MONSTER
TO LIFE”

Reviewing your work
For your final character illustration you’re
going to want to refer back to your story
and your design brief to make sure that
you are creating a piece that is fulfilling
those requirements. My goal is to create
a character based on an emotion, and the
story is a very basic fairy tale. Referencing
images from Little Golden Books and Mary
Blair as inspiration helps to create a color
palette and render style that has the right
tone. Bright colors and a whimsical style
bring this happy monster to life. By keeping
the composition simple, I am able to give
focus to the character and the story. ♦
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© Shaun Bryant

MEET THE ARTIST:

KENNETH
ANDERSON
Originally inspired by the iconic Aardman Animation films
of Wallace and Gromit, Kenneth Anderson aspired to be
an animator from a very young age. Since graduating
from a degree in animation in 2005, Kenneth has gone
on to work for a wide variety of games and animation
companies, and developed a successful freelance career.
Some of Kenneth’s recent projects have included creating
character designs for children’s programs for the BBC and
Nick Jr.

All images © Kenneth Anderson
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This page: The orangutan is Kenneth’s
favorite animal. This sketch was
drawn to practice his skills
Opposite page: A crop of one of
Kenneth’s imagined scenes

the capabilities of traditional 2D drawing

Hobbes, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, and the

animation techniques, digital 2D processes,

Monkey Island games I played as a child. When I

3D animation, and also stop-motion animation

was about eleven years old, I became obsessed

You also studied anthropology
briefly which sounds very
interesting! Has this been
useful to you in terms of your
character design work or
career in any way?

practices. As well as exploring these different

with Wallace and Gromit and I knew then

The main reason I decided to do the course was

mediums, through his freelance career Kenneth

that I wanted to pursue a career as an artist,

because of my great interest in other cultures

has been able to adapt to a range of styles, and

preferably in animation.

and the world around me. I love to travel so

With a wide interest in the different methods

and illustrator living and working in Glasgow,

that can be used in animation productions,

Scotland. I have been interested in drawing

Kenneth has developed his skills by exploring

all my life, inspired by things like Calvin and

in doing so has maintained a flexibility of style
that has helped his career to flourish.

that was also an influence on my decision.
After high school I studied animation at Duncan

In hindsight, it was definitely useful in my

of Jordanstone College of Art and Design,

character design process. It taught me to see

Here, Kenneth chats to us about the limitations

in Dundee, a small city on the east coast of

the world differently and to be more sensitive

of different animation processes, the things

Scotland. My main focus while studying was

when portraying other cultures. Animation

that have helped his freelance career grow,

on 2D traditional pencil-on-paper animation

sadly has a history of relying on cultural

and how developing his style is important to

techniques, but I also had the chance to

stereotypes

the work he now does.

experiment in stop-motion and learn some

portrayals as a result.

Thanks for talking to us
today! Please can you tell
us about yourself and where
you are from?

and

creating

inappropriate

basic 3D animation skills.
It also taught me to understand the complexity
I have been working in some form of design

of characters, from within. Human beings are

field since I left art school. I started out as an

so complex culturally. We are not just products

artist in mobile gaming before moving into

of our individual experiences but also of the

Thank you for the interview, it is an honor! I

traditional animation, and then into freelance

societies and cultures which help shape us, and

love your magazine. I am a character designer

character design and illustration.

which we can in turn also influence.
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A particular culture might influence how

What is working freelance
like and what types of clients
have you worked for?

a person acts in any given situation, how

I officially went freelance in 2009, although

they think, how they talk, what they believe

I tend to switch between freelance life and

Since 2013 I’ve found myself mainly designing

about the world and what they desire in life.

full-time employment depending on the

for children’s television, working on a variety of

That desire is crucial, it is the building block

opportunities that arise. I recently took on a

shows for different networks. Usually I work on

of conflict, and conflict is the foundation of

full-time contract but for the past four years I

character designs or character development

good storytelling.

have mostly worked freelance.

but I also do the odd piece of environment

So the course taught me about the complexity

When I started freelancing, I was taking on

and variety of human nature. I try and bring

anything I could find – bits of character

In the past couple of years I have been

some of that into my work if I can. Character

design for local games companies, or the odd

fortunate enough to work with the BBC, Nick

design isn’t just about making nice lines on

commission for people who found me via

Jr., Sesame Workshop, Imagine FX, and Brown

a page, it took me a while to learn this. It is

my blog, social media, and website. It took a

Bag Films, who I am currently contracted

about character first and foremost; the story

few years to really get going, but over some

with. Most of my clients and work are for the

behind the drawing. The design should always

time I started to get bigger clients and more

animation industry, with the odd editorial or

support that.

consistent work. As a result, I’ve done a range

games client as well for variety.

Anthropology

tries

to

understand

why

people behave the way they do in a society.

of things from designing characters for games
to illustrating a board game, as well as some
magazine illustrations.

design and a bit of prop design.
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This page: A recent illustration
drawn of an emotion and
moment of inspiration
Opposite page (top): A super quick
drawing to maintain the energy and
motion of the design. Sometimes
loose sketches work much better
than time labored pieces
Opposite page (bottom): It’s good to
take a character doodle and turn it
in 3D space using interesting poses
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What helped you build up
your freelance career?
If I am honest, I am not entirely sure! I think
it may have been a combination of having a
web presence and word of mouth. Ever since I
started freelancing I have maintained a website
and some form of social media presence. I
started out on Blogger, and then moved into
Tumblr, Twitter, Facebook, and more recently
Behance. I don’t use Blogger much now but
at the time I was using it there was a large
network of artists with blogs and it was quite
easy to connect with people. How much of that
actually translated into client work however is
hard to say.
I did get some freelance work through people
I knew in the industry; my first freelance
character design job was with a Dundee games
company and I had worked with one of the
guys there before (thanks Danny). Later down
the line I got work through recommendations
from people I had work experience with.
Having these connections really helped.
I also experimented with sending out postcards
or emails to people I would like to work with
but, as far as I can tell, I never got any work
from these methods. Most, if not all, of the
work I have gotten as a freelancer has been
from people reaching out to me.
I think having a website which was Google
search friendly, so that relevant people could
find my website easily, probably helped the
most. Added to that I constantly updated my
blog and this made it fairly easy to get some
attention. My goal when I started my website
and blog was just to do my best work and
hopefully clients would come to me. That
slowly started to happen over the years but it
took time and a lot of updating.
This all may sound like I am a proficient social
media user – truthfully, I am lazy with it and
update only when I have something worth
sharing. But I am at the point now where I think
word of mouth might be taking over and work
comes in based on that. I feel it is important

“MOST, IF NOT ALL, OF THE WORK I HAVE
GOTTEN AS A FREELANCER HAS BEEN
FROM PEOPLE REACHING OUT TO ME”
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not to become too lazy though. When I go back
to full-time freelancing I am sure I will need to
dust off my website and social media, update
them with some new work and then get back
out there!

How does your background
in traditional 2D animation
influence the way you design
characters in terms of method
and style?
I’m often told that my characters are very
easy to animate! I think this is because I always
imagine my characters in motion and acting. I
definitely try to put energy into them and don’t
like drawing static poses. I think also that the
principles of “squash and stretch” often come
out in my work. “Easy to animate” might also
mean that my characters are not so simple as
to be boring but not so complex they give an
animator a panic attack!
My animation background also helps me
with volume control, which really comes in
handy when doing turnarounds or putting
characters into poses. I think I have a good eye
for seeing when a character goes off-model
which is a skill I definitely owe to my time
doing inbetweening (creating intermediary
frames to make the transition from one key
This page (top) and opposite: An interpretation of the characters
from Robert Louis Stevenson’s Treasure Island
This page (bottom): One of the pirates explored further in terms of design and personality

frame to another smoother) and clean-up on
The Illusionist. We would spend days trying to
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This page spread: When Kenneth doesn’t know
what to draw, he usually doodles pirates!
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“VOLUME CONTROL IS ALSO ABOUT
UNDERSTANDING THE DESIGN OF THAT HEAD,
BEING ABLE TO VISUALIZE IT IN SPACE, AND
THEN KNOWING HOW IT MIGHT LOOK WHEN
ROTATED OR FROM A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE”
tame volume inconsistencies on a character as

design of that head, being able to visualize it

it moved! It was hard work at the time but I’m

in space, and then knowing how it might look

very thankful for it now. Also, as an animator I

when rotated or from a different perspective.

learned a whole host of other design principles
such as strong silhouette, clarity, and contrast.

Working on The Illusionist was the best
volume control training I could have asked

In terms of my method, I tend to design in

for. Inbetweening complex characters acting

the same way I used to animate. So I do a

in 3D space really trains the eye to see if a

really rough sketch, trying to capture a pose

character is on-model or not. Now, when I take

or feeling, then I draw over it a bit darker and

a character I have designed and draw them in a

then again with a more “final” line. I tend to do

new pose, I understand the volumes and forms

this in Photoshop where I can tone down the

that make up that character and how they turn

sketch layers, but I like to keep them there to

in space. In my head, as much as possible, I

maintain that sketchy, loose feel. I think this

think of all my designs as 3D even if they are

mirrors the animation process of doing a rough

for 2D animation.

drawing, doing a tie-down drawing, then doing
the final clean-up drawing on top on a clean
piece of paper.

For those who aren’t familiar
with volume control, what
needs to be considered and
why is it important?

Please could you also tell us
more about the “squash and
stretch” principle?

“Squash and stretch” is one of the fundamental
principles of animation. It basically means
how a character or object squashes and
stretches out as it goes though a motion. So

Part of the task of inbetweening is studying,

if a character were to jump, they might squash

and then learning how to maintain the correct

down as they prepare to jump, and then when

volumes on a character. How big is the

they are in mid-jump they might stretch out

character’s head? How long are their legs?

as their whole body thrusts into the air. I see it

How big are their legs in relation to their

as exaggerating how things, especially organic

head? And so on. Controlling volume ensures

living objects, move. It is also used to convey a

that these sizes and forms maintain their

sense of weight. The use of this principle can

consistency throughout an animation.

be subtle or it can be exaggerated depending
on the feel you are aiming for.

It gets more complex however, because as soon
as you turn a form in space the width might be

The famous “nine old men” of the early days

different from the length. Foreshortening, how

of Disney used this principle to bring life and

a form looks in perspective, also comes into

appeal to animation. I try and bring it into my

play. So it isn’t just about making sure that the

work where appropriate, though it really suits a

head is the same shape and volume at all times;

moving image best. It is about trying to capture

volume control is also about understanding the

a key moment and selling it in a single drawing.
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I push and pull characters, and do not settle for mediocre
poses; thinking about their weight and the forces acting
on them can really help sell a character. These principles
can also be used to exaggerate an emotion or feeling
within a drawing.

How has the animation industry
changed since you have been
working in it, and has this had an
impact on your processes?
I was fortunate enough to work with old school pencil
on paper for a few years. The standards expected were
really high and the process was quite involved and time
consuming. That kind of animation is still done, but it is
becoming rarer and rarer.
A lot of 2D animation today, especially in children’s
programming, is done puppet style in Toon Boom or
sometimes in Adobe software. In some ways these new
tools open up a lot of possibilities as it’s easier to add
detail to specific parts of a puppet design. Something
is drawn once and then key framed by the software so
there is no need to worry about how someone will draw
every frame.
On the other hand, this puppet process brings a lot of
new design restraints that traditional 2D didn’t have,
such as limitations on posing. When I first got involved in
2D puppet style animation it took a while to understand
the unique restrictions involved in the style. I don’t
necessarily see mainstream 2D animation going fully
back to traditional methods as it is quite an expensive
process. However I’m sure advances in 2D animation
software will open new design possibilities in the future.

This page: A quick warm-up drawing
Opposite page: This piece is based on an older work; using the
same concept but with a better execution
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The medium does affect how I design. As a
designer you are always working within the
limitations of the technique and the medium.
Overall, I would say 3D offers the least
restriction in terms of design and it is quite
common now for an animated show to be
done in 3D.
Working methods aside though, the design
process hasn’t fundamentally changed that
much. Every project has unique limitations
put upon it, either from the medium it is
made in, the budget, or stylistic choices. As
a designer, the process is to problem solve
and come up with a design which works well
within the limits of a particular job.

What are the types of
restrictions you encounter
when designing for a puppet
style animation?
My first encounter with this puppet style 2D
animation was while using Adobe Flash back
in art school. There are different ways to do
it, but the simplest way would be to break
up a character into a torso, thighs, lower
legs, feet, arms, forearms, hands, and head;
all the way down to eyes, mouth and other
small elements. Then you put the pieces
back together in a way that all the individual
elements are independently movable.
This method has limitations, mainly in how the
joints fit together; the arm and the hand for
example must be able to sit together while
looking anatomically “correct.” All the joints

“GOOD DESIGN IS WORKING WITHIN
LIMITATIONS TO COME UP WITH SOMETHING
THAT LOOKS GOOD YET STILL WORKS”

must sit together nicely so you have to be
clever with the design to make it work and
some designs just aren’t feasible. You also
need to create the character from various
angles so there are limits (especially in terms
of time and budget) to how many angles you
could have on a head for example.
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I think coming from a 2D traditional animation

So in that sense, style is important if you want

had to work hard to get my work to the point

background, where you can draw a character

to chase particular work. I enjoy drawing the

where it is good enough for people to want to

in any pose and in any perspective as long as

way I do and I enjoy working on projects that

pay me for it. That journey involved drawing

they are still on-model, makes puppet style

allow me to draw in that way, so my style is my

a lot of things in a lot of styles I wouldn’t

animation feel very limiting. New software is

calling card in a way.

necessarily choose. Thankfully now, I have a lot
more freedom to choose which freelance jobs

opening up more possibilities however, and
there are ways to push what’s possible. In

There are a lot of talented artists out there,

I take on. This is generally down to experience,

the end, design limitations shouldn’t excuse

so style is the main differentiator for catching

but I think also in part to the evolution of my

bad design. Good design is working within

someone’s eye and getting work. I’m not sure

artistic style and it’s desirability as a product

limitations to come up with something that

how unique mine is; although friends have

or service.

looks good yet still works. Sometimes having

said to me they know when something has

these restrictions can be a good thing!

been drawn by me. I hope that’s a good thing!

From another perspective, there are definitely

Finding a unique style is not something I have

design and style trends. Right now, there

actively pursued. It has been an unconscious

seems to be a big push towards a modern

evolution, narrowing in on a drawing method

interpretation

that I personally like.

illustration. Personally, I try to avoid following

In what ways do you find
that style is important as a
freelance character designer?

of

retro

children’s

book

design trends (which may be to my detriment)

Often, people contact me to offer work and
say that they love my style. So I guess my style

I think adaptability is a good skill to have too.

and instead prefer to hone a style I personally

is what attracts particular clients to me. I don’t

Not being too stuck in one style and having

enjoy working in so I can continue enjoying it

get people contacting me to work on dark-

a degree of flexibility is important, especially

and doing my best work! I think that is what is

themed games, which is no doubt due to my

when starting out as a freelancer. I was never

important, and no doubt potential clients will

kid friendly style.

a naturally talented artist from the outset; I’ve

respond to that. ♦
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This page: A scene from Kenneth’s
imagination that he had to draw
before the moment passed
Opposite page: Kenneth prefers
drawing characters from times
and worlds long gone like these
Viking character sketches

“I WAS NEVER
A NATURALLY
TALENTED ARTIST
FROM THE OUTSET;
I’VE HAD TO WORK
HARD TO GET MY
WORK TO THE
POINT WHERE IT IS
GOOD ENOUGH FOR
PEOPLE TO WANT
TO PAY ME FOR IT”
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Avner Geller
For this piece I want to explore a character and a
world that combines an exciting fantasy theme, a
silly tone, and a sense of humor. I love exploring
whole worlds, and I feel like the world of an absurd
unicorn slayer can provide a fun playground
to explore more characters and environments
in the future. Most of my work these days is
done in Photoshop, from the early sketches and
exploration to the final design.

I always love to start with the face. I feel this
is where you can really find the character,
so I begin by exploring different shapes and
facial features.
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I move on to exploring some variations in the
body. This is also a good place to start exploring
different costumes that will help tell the story
of the character.

All images © Avner Geller
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The pose I choose at first feels too weak and
static, lacking the humor and explosive energy
I am after. Rethinking my ideas helps make
them as strong as they can be.

After finding a more dynamic pose, I redraw
the character with the correct shapes and
design. Then I draw the final line art, before
adding in the final color and details.
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a

Create a
disappointed
gorilla
IDA HEM
In this article my aim is to make an in-depth character design tutorial,
and explain parts of a design that you may not even know you are looking
for. I have five randomly generated words to work from: “gorilla,” “ninja,”
“disappointed,” “hat,” and “purple.” Using these words as a starting point I
will guide you from the very first sketch to the finished product as I touch
on every technique I find important as a designer. I work digitally using
Adobe Photoshop CC and, as a freelancer who is constantly on the move,
the main tool I use is a portable 16" Wacom Studio Pro.
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Understand your
character
The first step is always research. You may think you know
what a gorilla looks like or what a ninja looks like, but
you might be surprised by the new things you discover
while researching. Furthermore, people can tell when
something does not look the way it should. Note down
your initial ideas for the character then search for
images that will support these. Research will often help
you to expand upon those original thoughts.
You should also take a look at what other artists are
doing. It is okay to take some inspiration from your
favorite designers because it helps you develop your
own personal style. Collect the images you find inspiring
and derive your choices from that.

Thumbnails
An empty canvas can render even the most talented
artist intimidated. It can be scary to start creating
thumbnails, because in many ways it is the most personal
and honest step of the design process. Every single
artist makes thumbnails differently, which can make you
question whether or not your way of doing it is correct.
As long as you are getting your ideas down and putting
your pencil to the paper, or stylus to the screen, you are
doing it correctly. This is the phase where you will make
your best work and your worst work. Both of which will
help you grow as an artist.
Top: Create a chart of the keywords related to the
character for a better overall view
Right: Draw initial thumbnails of possible body shapes
for your character
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SHAPE EXERCISE ►
Being able to see the basic shapes of
a silhouette is something you have
to practice. Take an artwork from
one of your favorite artists, turn the
opacity down, and draw the shapes
over them. Try to figure out what the
groundwork may have looked like for
that character.
This practice will help you understand
why that piece is so appealing and as
you expand your understanding of
shapes, your designs will improve.
Be patient though. Learning to see
and understand the shapes does not
happen overnight.

Basic shapes
What do Mickey Mouse, Winnie the Pooh, and
The Powerpuff Girls have in common? Circles.
Deriving a design from a shape is an extremely
common and important technique to use as an
artist. In fact, it is so commonly used that many
artist use it without even thinking about it.
Basing your design on a basic shape helps
to create contrast between, and within,
your characters. As you get more and more
familiar with the art world, you will notice
that “contrast” is a key word. Basic shapes will
also create a more recognizable aspect to the
design, making it easier for the audience to
understand and remember your character. My
shape preference for this design is the triangle.

This page: Take your favorite thumbnails
and mark their basic shapes over them
Opposite page: Sketch and brainstorm ideas for
the outfit, pose, and emotion of the character
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The loose concept
This is the part of the process where you
start to experiment and visualize your ideas.
Use the basic shapes you identified in the
previous step as inspiration, but do not limit
yourself to them. Keep your sketches loose
and have fun with them.
Let your energy and creativity shine through
the sketches, and allow yourself to make
mistakes. In the initial sketches, it does not
matter if one eye is bigger than the other.
This step is all about flow and doing the
groundwork for the final outcome. Draw an
idea even if you are not sure it will work or
look good. Try not to restrict or censor your
creative process.
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Pose the story

torso stop, and the legs begin? This step takes

Visually explaining what a character looks like

us back to that key word: contrast.

based on their personality and backstory is
essential to storytelling. Giving your designs

Dividing the character into three uneven

the correct body language is an important

sections (head, torso, and legs) will give you

part of that. A successful pose is easy to read,

a better overall view and help you extend the

has a clear silhouette, and explains what the

features for a more visually appealing piece. A

character is feeling.

character that is evenly divided is realistic but
makes for a boring design that does not utilize

Taking the key words into consideration, it is a

the full extent of what you can do with art and

good idea to put the character in their natural

cartoon styling.

habitat in order to sell the idea of it being a
gorilla. Having the character slouch will further
illustrate the feeling of disappointment. Draw

IDEAS TRASH CAN

a pose several times, tweaking it with each
iteration in order to maximize the possibilities
of the outcome.

An idea I abandon during the sketching phase is

Shape, size, and variety

that of the gorilla having a giant body and a tiny

Now that you have a better idea of what the

hat. In theory, it sounds like a playful idea that

character will look like, this is a good time to

would utilize contrast to make the design more

have a look at the scale and variety of shape
sizes within the design. How big is the head
in comparison to the body? Where does the

Above: Find a pose that
clearly illustrates the
correct emotion and
story for your brief

interesting. However, as I sketch the idea I quickly
realize that the disappointed emotion I need to
convey is too serious for this design. The character
looks annoyed and less intelligent than I want.
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Silhouettes
A silhouette is used to see if the pose
tells a clear story and how the negative
space around the character comes into
effect. Pick your favorite sketches and
flood-fill or color the character into a
solid shape for a better view.
Now that you can only judge the piece
based on the overall silhouette, you
will no longer be held back by the idea
that the sketch looks good. If the pose
or character shape is not working, it
will be easier for you to trash than an
idea you were previously invested in. If
the silhouette is good, you should be
able to show it to a friend and they will
immediately understand what is going on.

Left: Use different shape sizes to bring
variation to your design
Below: Silhouettes make it easier to judge
the pose without being distracted by an
appealing sketch
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Guide the viewers
The character is slowly starting to come to life,
so you need to make sure that every aspect of
the design is working in your favor. As you are
telling a story with your design, it is important
to guide the viewers’ gaze in the direction you
want them to look. What do you want them to
notice first: the hat, expression, or outfit? You
should put the focus on the part of the story
that is the most important. Guide your viewers
using the direction of the lines in your drawing,
which should point towards the desired focus.

Convey emotion
Now that the body is speaking the correct
language and conveying the emotion you are
aiming for, you can elaborate on this feeling
even more by using the expression of the face.
“The eyes are the windows to the soul” is a
popular expression, and it speaks volumes as to
why the face is so important. If the face does
not work, neither will the rest of the design.

Above: The lines within the character should
point towards the area of focus
Right: The construction of a face using the
mask technique
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“explaining your
character’s
volume will
help the viewer
visualize it
as a threedimensional form”

Disappointment

is

a

tricky

expression

to

capture because there are many different types
of disappointed expression. You can be saddisappointed, angry-disappointed, or annoyeddisappointed. It is all a matter of what context you
want to put your character in.
There are an enormous amount of muscles in the
face, and it is difficult to learn how all of them
move. A helpful trick that can give you a better
understanding of cartoony expressions is to add
a raccoon-like mask around your character’s eyes.
When you then work on the expression, it is easier
to see how the flesh around the eyes is affected.
As well as giving you a better view of the muscle
movement in the face, this technique will also help
you exaggerate the expression.

Dimension and volume
Since you are drawing on a two-dimensional
surface, it can take a while to fully understand and
utilize dimension and volume. For most, this skill
does not come naturally. It most certainly did not
for me.
However, explaining your character’s volume will
help the viewer visualize it as a three-dimensional
form, resulting in a more believable design. The
main goal of character designing is to make
your creations appear to be alive, after all. Turn
the opacity down on your design and draw
construction lines over individual sections to help
you get a better understanding of how they work
as three-dimensional shapes.
This page: Illustrate volume by using additional
construction lines
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Weight balance
Sometimes you will have a design that you love, but
there is something “off” about it and you cannot tell
what it is. For example, the character’s feet may be
on the ground but it does not feel like it is standing
and this can break the illusion that this character is
real. When this happens it is usually the case that
there are issues with the balance of weight across
the character.
An effective way of tackling this issue is to draw
a point on the ground where your character is
balancing its weight. Then, make a vertical line
through the character starting from that point.
If the weight balance is correct, the character’s
volume should be equally divided on both sides of
the line.

Straight vs. curved lines
As you get closer to that final design, you can start
to look at the really small aspects that you would
like to improve. Another commonly used technique
in character design is contrasting straight and
curved lines. This is a technique that is also used

Top: The weight balance in the
character should be even
Bottom: Highlight the straight and curved
lines that already exist in your design to
make them easier to see and utilize
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so often it is almost second nature for many

as far as possible, and draw your character

designers. Experienced character designers will

with confidence! Confidence makes all the

already integrate this into their initial sketches

difference in a successful design so make a

without even thinking about it.

bold statement with every line, and stand by
your choices.

The straight vs. curved technique is exactly what
it sounds like. It is where one side of a design

Do not be tempted to trace your sketch as

element has straight lines, and the other side has

you will never be able to achieve the same

curved. This adds to the whole idea of contrast

quality of line. The energy of your sketch will

within the design. It can be used on smaller parts

be lost if you do. Instead, work through the

of your design, or the overall shape.

drawing systematically, so the linework has

Flesh out the
character

a unified flow. Make sure to keep the whole
piece in mind as you carve out your character.
If necessary, make several attempts at drawing

It is time to flesh out your character with more

the linework until you are comfortable with the

details, make your final tweaks, and clean up

process and pleased with the results.

the design’s linework. There are a few things
to keep in mind while tackling the linework but
the most important is to turn the opacity down

This page: The “tie down” pass is where
you settle on the details for your character
before drawing the final linework

“Confidence
makes all the
difference in
a successful
design so
make a bold
statement with
every line,
and stand by
your choices”
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Values and color
When you have settled on the linework
that does justice to your design, you
need to choose colors to suit your
character. In many ways, color is equally
as important to the storytelling of the
design as the basic shapes. They will help
to set the mood and expand on the story
behind your character. Colors will also
contribute to developing an iconic look.
Darker colors may be used for a grim,
miserable character, while bright colors
may be used for happy characters. For
this design however, I already have the
key word “purple” from the brief to base
my palette around.
Fill in your character with grays initially
to get a better view of the tonal values,
and then add color according to that
grayscale. However, do not settle on
the first set of colors you create. Play
with some different options to see if any
unexpected combinations work better.

Finalize the design
You are done! Almost. The final design
and colors are settled now, so this step
is all about unifying the design into a
complete piece. Add shading details to
those flat colors to create depth and
a sense of light and shadow to really
expand the viewer’s understanding
of the shapes and volume. You could
even add some texture and a quick
background to give the viewer some
story information.
You can add anything that you think will
improve the design, but be careful not
to add so many details that your design
is hidden behind pretty rendering.
More often than not, simplicity is key
to success. If adding depth to the flat
colors does not improve your design,
then you should avoid using it.

“add anything that you think
will improve the design, but
be careful not to add so many
details that your design is hidden
behind pretty rendering”
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Opposite page: Fill in the values before
exploring possible color choices
This page: Add final touches and tweaks to the
character that do not detract from the design

© Ida Hem

MEET THE ARTIST:

Meg Park
With clients such as Disney, Sony Pictures Animation, and
Paramount Pictures, Meg Park has an understandably hectic
schedule, yet she still finds time for her playful personal projects.
We catch up with Meg to find out more about her work, side
projects, and what life as a freelance character designer is like.
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Opposite page: An illustration
from Meg’s book Alver
Below: Baddies from Fluff
& Fangs volume 2

Hi Meg, thanks very much for taking the time
to chat to us! Please can you tell us a little
about yourself and where you’re from?

How long have you been working freelance?
what is it like and what opportunities have
you had?

I grew up in a small town in Fife, Scotland. I’ve

I’ve been working freelance full-time for four and

been drawing for as long as I can remember

a half years. Some of the opportunities have been

and never really considered pursuing anything

amazing. I’ve worked on feature films, short films,

else as a career. I tried a bit of everything in

TV series, commercials, and children’s books.

college, from painting to sculpture, graphic

Freelance work is pretty unpredictable, but I kind

design, and photography, but my heart was

of enjoy not knowing what’s around the corner.

always set on being an animator. I went on
to specialize and earn my degree in animation,

Any down-time I have between client work I

but as I learned more about the process

spend on personal projects. It’s refreshing to

of animated filmmaking, I found myself

be able to shake off the limitations of client

enjoying the pre-production side more than

briefs and take complete creative control over

anything else.

something on the side.

Right: A cool cat character for
one of Meg’s new side projects
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Your side projects have resulted in three
books Fluff & Fangs volumes 1 and 2 and
Alver. What are the ideas behind them?

difference into consideration. It helps if I work
later in the day so I can be around to answer
emails and Skype calls.

I try to put out an art book once a year. It’s nice
to have a printed collection of my work to look

Strict daily schedules are not really my thing,

back on, and other people seem to enjoy them

no matter how hard I try to structure one

too. The Fluff & Fangs books typically contain

to suit me. Sometimes I feel like getting

a selection of my favorite works and sketches.

everything done by 5 pm, and sometimes I feel

Alver is an illustrated story book I made in 2015;

like working past midnight.

I felt like trying something different that year.

What does your day-to-day working life
look like?
It depends on what I’m working on, but
generally I prefer to work from noon into
the evening. I often work with studios based
in California, which puts an eight-hour time

This page: Who’s Frankie?
is an 80s-inspired piece
Opposite page: A design for the
MerMay challenge earlier this year
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What do you enjoy most about your job?
As a super obvious but honest answer, I think the thing I enjoy most
about my job is simply that I get to draw all day. It feels like I cheated the
system somehow. I’m getting paid to do the thing I would spend my free
time doing anyway (don’t tell my clients).

We love how lively and spirited your characters are, what influences
your style?
I always try to draw from life or from my own experiences wherever I
can. For me, thinking about the character’s outward appearance is
only half the job. I try to think about what’s happening beneath the
surface as much as possible, and this helps to inform my decisions on
everything from attitude to pose, and even the choice of clothing.
Nothing compares to real-world observation when it comes to looking
for inspiration and new ideas.

This spread: The main character in
Meg’s illustration story Alver

“ Nothing compares to
real-world observation ”
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This spread: Greedy foxes from Fluff & Fangs volume 2

“Building relationships
with clients and marketing
yourself is a slow
process that takes time”
What advice would you give to someone thinking about becoming a
freelance character designer?
As a full-time job that will sustain you, be prepared for things to be slow
in the beginning. There is no shame in taking a day job and freelancing on
the side if you have to. Building relationships with clients and marketing
yourself is a slow process that takes time.
In the field of character design, it’s more important than ever right now
to find your own voice and stand out from the crowd. Pay attention to
current trends but don’t draw too much inspiration from other artists
already working in the industry. Show that you can bring something new
to the table.

What would you like to work on in the future? Do you have any
freelance or side projects in the works you can tell us about?
I have several books in mind and would love to make a short film one day.
I try not to reveal too many details of my side projects as I’m prone to
changing my mind and leaving things unfinished!
Right now, I’m just about to make the big move to Los Angeles to work
in-house at a studio. Working freelance has been amazing but the time
feels right for a change of scenery. I feel incredibly lucky to have landed
such an amazing opportunity. ♦
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